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Ryan LaFrombois
Teammate: Connor Donovan

ABSTRACT
The ASME RC Baja Challenge is an annual competition that the Central Washington University
Mechanical Engineering and Technology (MET) department takes part in. Senior level engineers
divided the work between the drivetrain and the chassis/suspension while designing and
manufacturing to meet a set of requirements. Next, a device was to be developed to be able to
withstand the extreme forces to be successful in the competition at the end of the year. The
process would require that the students use their acquired knowledge and skills to design,
manufacture, and analyze a capable device. Designing involved the completion of 12 analyses to
create parts capable of withstanding the set of requirements. Stress and shear analyses were
conducted on all suspension components. Spring force was determined to find the necessary
spring rate. From the analyses, various parts were either 3D printed or machined to construct the
sub-assemblies making up the chassis and suspension. The manufacturing of the cantilever
suspension involved the machining of the rocker arms while the rest of the suspension
components were 3D printed out of PLA. The sub-assemblies were then mated together to create
a functioning device. The outputs of these analyses allowed the parts designed for the suspension
to support the chassis and its components with two inches of ground clearance. The suspension
compression was 10% more than the 1.5 inches predicted in the 2-foot drop test. The
manufacturing and overall assembly of the device completed the goal of a capable device for the
competition.
Keywords: RC, vehicle, suspension
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1. INTRODUCTION
a. Description
The ASME R/C Baja Competition is an annual contest that challenges engineering students to
design and build their own car to compete in a variety of events, slalom, sprint, and Baja. The
purpose of the challenge is for students to demonstrate their knowledge in design,
manufacturing, and analytical analysis.

b. Motivation
This project was motivated by an interest in R/C car construction and custom suspension
geometry. Other motivations involved in this project is the requirement to complete a senior
project, previous R/C vehicle experience, and an interest in manufacturing.

c. Function Statement
The RC Baja Truck's chassis will provide mounting locations and contain all the parts on the
truck.

d. Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Baja Truck chassis will not hit the ground after a 2 foot drop.
The cost of suspension and chassis of the Baja Truck will not exceed $400.
The chassis of the Baja Truck will weigh less than 6 pounds.
The suspension will support the Baja Truck with 2 inches of ground clearance.
The Baja Truck must be able to withstand 150 N force to the chassis while deflecting less
than .100 in.
6. The Baja Truck must have a turn radius of less than 5 feet.

e. Engineering Merit
This project requires a variety of different methods of engineering, some of which are from
statics, mechanical design, and mechanics of materials courses. An example of a statics method
is the application of the equations of equilibrium to determine the forces acting on a static body
which will be used for many components such as rocker arms, lower control arms, etc. With the
external, reaction, and moment forces determined, methods from mechanical design can be used
to find nominal dimensions. If the component is under a bending load, bending stress can be
determined to find the critical load of an assumed material and its required dimensions. The
mechanics of materials methods are used within the material selection task for given components
that interface that will create large amounts of friction such as pivot points. Through the use of
these methods, design parameters can be found and then 3D modeled using SolidWorks to
understand the location of components, clash issues, and alignment.

f. Scope of Effort

The scope of this project is to design and manufacture the chassis, suspension system, and
steering system for the RC Baja truck to then compete in the ASME RC Baja Challenge. The
scope of the chassis will also include lower control arm mounting locations, bumper mounting
location, and wheel travel clearance. Some of the suspension parts and steering system will be
store bought which will be researched prior purchasing. The powertrain will be designed and
manufactured by the drivetrain engineer which includes motor, differential, and axle shafts.
6

g. Success Criteria
The success of the RC Baja Truck is its ability to compete in all of the ASME challenges.
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2. DESIGN & ANALYSIS
a. Approach: Proposed Solution
The goal of the RC Baja truck is to compete in the ASME challenges which include slalom,
sprint race, and Baja course. The requirements of the truck have included that it must be able to
hold the components and still allow two inches of ground clearance. The other requirement of the
suspension system is to keep the chassis from hitting the ground from a two-foot drop. The
advantage of the cantilever suspension system is that it allows engineers to use a ratio based on
the length of the rocker arm to shift the wheel travel and spring compression ratio in favor of the
spring. This allows the suspension to require more force to compress than a standard upright
spring would require.

b. Design Description
The RC Baja truck current design features front and rear independent cantilever style suspension
with a chassis focused on weight reduction. The suspension design utilizes a ratio of wheel travel
to spring compression in favor of the spring. The rocker arm that the spring and rod end attach to
creates this ratio by an unsymmetrical design. The spring side of the rocker arm is two times as
long as the other giving the spring side the leverage. Thus, making the spring requires more force
from the wheel traveling upward to compress it. The design of the chassis is built out of
necessity, meaning that the less material the better. The less material on the chassis that is
unnecessary, the less weight will be compressing the suspension at a neutral state.

c. Benchmark
Team Associated Pro4 SC10 1/10th RTR 4WD Brushless Short Course Truck. This model of R/C
truck is a four-wheel drive which is not comparable to the Baja truck. Excluding powertrain, this
model has similar chassis geometry and overall chassis functionality to the team’s R/C Baja
truck. Many of the capabilities of the Team Associated Short Course truck are desired
characteristics of the Baja truck such as suspension travel, chassis width and length, chassis
weight, and turn radius.

d. Performance Predictions
The overall performance predictions for the project are that the Baja truck will compete in the
ASME R/C Baja competition. Other predictions are that the chassis will not hit the ground on a
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two foot drop as well as its ability to contain all the drivetrain components. The predictions for
the suspension are that the neutral position will allow two inches of ground clearance.

e. Description of Analysis
The analysis involved in the design of the cantilever system will include multiple free body
diagrams for the various components to determine the forces acting on the chassis, rocker arms,
and support points. The stresses at these points will also be a key aspect for the design process to
determine the material necessary for the rocker arms. With the availability of 3D printing, it is
preferable to aluminum or steel, however if the stress concentrated in one component is too great
for ABS, then the metal option will be opted for.

f. Scope of Testing and Evaluation
With some of the testing coming in the calculation aspect of the design process, the majority of
testing will occur after the chassis and suspension are already assembled. The front impact test
will evaluate the strength of the front bumper and the rest of the evaluation will occur during the
ASME RC Baja competition.

g. Analysis

i. Analysis 1
Analysis A-1 is the calculation of the length and the angle necessary for the lower control arms.
This angle is found by using basic trigonometry along with the length. The angle is key to
fulfilling the requirements of 2-inch ground clearance as well as the requirement to keep the
chassis from hitting the ground in the drop test. The output of this analysis is the nominal angle
and length which will be used in future analysis along with the design of the lower control ar.
This basic evaluation will allow the next analysis of suspension angle to have a neutral position.
ii. Analysis 2
Analysis A-2 illustrates the calculations made to ensure the thickness of the ABS material is able
to withstand the bending forces involved in the suspension travel. With the two-foot drop test,
the mass of the car was taken into consideration. With a requirement of 6 pounds and a safety
factor of 2, the calculations were made with a weight of 12 pounds. Assuming such a high
weight will allow the truck to handle better under more extreme conditions and loads. The design
of the rocker arm is the critical point of failure for the cantilever suspension and more analysis
will be needed to determine other forces such as shear, and forces at the pinned location.
iii. Analysis 3
Analysis A-3 determines whether the pin diameter at point B of the rocker arm has sufficient
material surrounding it. This analysis will verify the hardware that is being used will not create
any unintentional failure locations.
iv. Analysis 4
Analysis A-4 demonstrates the calculation used to determine the suspension spring rate. The
weight of the RC Baja truck chassis was considered and assumed to be 10 pounds and the drop
force was expected to be about 80 lbf on each wheel. The spring rate was then calculated by
determining a wheel travel of 1.5 inches upward which travels through the rocker arm ratio
experiencing one inch of compression.
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v. Analysis 5
Analysis A-5 depicts the steering system and calculations to determine the nominal tie rod
length. These lengths were solvable due to the assumption of a .75 in servo arm. The diagram
allowed the calculation to be simplified to a basic math problem which was also made possible
by the assumption of having the servo in line with the spindles. The tie rod length gives a key
piece of information to meet the requirement of a turning radius of less than 5 feet.
vi. Analysis 6
Analysis A-6 illustrates the forces acting on the front and rear lower control arms. The calculated
force at the end of each arm was 80 lbf. This was then used to find the moment about the pushrod mount. This analysis is critical to fulfill the requirement of supporting the chassis weight
during a two-foot drop.
vii. Analysis 7
Analysis A-7 uses the forces from Analysis A-6 to determine the nominal lower control arm
cross section dimensions by using the modified maximum bending stress equation. The assumed
height was .25 in and the material was 3D printed ABS plastic with a yield strength of 10690 psi.
This calculation is important for the strength of the lower control arm and the drop test
requirement. The test will put the lower control arms under a lot of loads which will create a
point of failure if not accounted for.
viii. Analysis 8
Analysis A-8 covers the nominal thickness of the rocker arm under load as a solid body instead
of a lever. This design gives the rocker arm much more strength under load and will allow force
of the drop to be transferred to the spring. This part is key in maintaining structural rigidity and
strength under the two-foot drop requirement.
ix. Analysis 9
Analysis A-9 depicts the 150 N force acting on the chassis which acts as a beam assumed to be
pinned at both ends. The maximum allowed deflection of the beam is set at .100 in. The 1/8”
thick chassis plate would deflect slightly more than the limit, so braces were developed and
modeled to help support the load using the maximum deflection to determine the area. The
purpose of this analysis is to meet the requirement of less than .100 in of deflection under 150 N.
x. Analysis 10
Analysis A-10 shows the calculation for pin diameter for the lower control arms. The force
acting on this pin is in shear which allows the calculation to be made using a simple shear
formula. The nominal pin diameter determined from this calculation was .075 in. This analysis is
critical to maintaining the requirement of not hitting the ground during the two foot drop as it is a
hinged point to transfer the load from the wheels to the rocker arms.
xi. Analysis 11
Analysis A-11 illustrates the calculations done to determine the forces acting on the shock
mount. The free body diagram was used along with method of joints to solve for the force acting
on BC which is in tension. The material specified is ABS which gave a nominal thickness of
10

.425 in. This analysis used the forces based on the two foot drop test making it a critical piece to
maintaining the strength of the truck.
xii. Analysis 12
Analysis A-12 depicts the necessary calculation to find the nominal pushrod diameter. The
pushrod was assumed to be pinned at both ends giving a k factor of 1. The Pcr was found to be
160lb which became 320lb due to a safety factor of 2. The pushrod nominal diameter was found
to be about .077 in which was rounded up to a standard size of .100 for ease of purchase. The
pushrod transfers energy from the lower control arm to the rocker arm making it a critical
component in the drop test which it has been designed to withstand.

h. Device: Parts, Shapes, and Conformation
The parts of the Baja truck suspension began as rectangular shaped components to understand
placement as well as geometry. With calculations made to ensure the parts are structural sound,
material was removed where possible to save weight. The cantilever rocker arm shape was
designed with the focus on weight reduction as well as load distribution. Issues with the rocker
arm shape are under the most stress during the case of the drop test. A safety factor of 2 was
applied to the mass calculations for the Baja truck to compensate for the possible shock and
impact stresses involved. The shape of the Baja truck chassis was designed to allow all electronic
components and powertrain components large amounts of space to be mounted on. The chamfers
on the middle of the chassis are designed to allow the wheel turn radius room to rotate about the
spindle axis. The lower control arm shape was designed with the focus on structural strength
while saving as much weight as possible.

i. Device Assembly
The RC Baja truck will be built to handle all aspects of the ASME Baja challenges. The unique
cantilever suspension system helps to make the truck stable as well as strong. With the shock
absorbers and springs inside of the chassis, a front-end impact will not damage them. Along with
rocks and other debris, the only components that will be at risk of damage are not critical
components. The suspension will consist of 4 main assemblies, front suspension, rear
suspension, steering and hubs. The chassis will only consist of two assemblies, base plate and
bracing.

j. Technical Risk Analysis

Some of the technical risks involved in the solution proposed include manufacturability of the
rocker arm design of the cantilever suspension system. If the forces acting on the rocker arm to
too great to 3D print it then the machining involved in making them is fairly difficult. Another
risk that must be considered is the weight requirement. For the chassis to weigh less than 6
pounds, minimal material should be used and analyses on part mass with respect to material
should be considered.

k. Failure Mode Analysis
The modes of failure that were addressed in designing components was shear forces, bending
forces, and impact forces. Many of the components will be subject to the most force during the
two foot drop test which will create bending stress in many components such as the lower control
arms, rocker arms, chassis.
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l. Operation Limits and Safety
The limits of operations for the RC Baja truck are those beyond reason that have not been
accounted for in the analyses. The RC Baja truck should not be used in extremely wet conditions
or submerged underwater/liquids. It also shall not be used in dirty environments such as sand or
mud. The truck has not been designed to be water resistant along with strength however, external
grime and debris could cause a catastrophic failure within the gear system. The RC Baja should
also not be dropped, jumped, or thrown from a height greater than two feet as it has not been
designed to withstand such large forces. The RC Baja should also not be run into an immovable
object such as a wall at speeds beyond 15 mph.
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3. METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
a. Methods
The project was designed, analyzed and developed at CWU. Using the tools available in the
Hogue machine shop, and 3D printers, many of the parts are to be manufactured in house. With
the requirement of a maximum budget of $400, manufactured parts make the most cost-efficient
option.
i. Process Decisions
Some of the manufacturing processes for the parts of this project are CNC lathe milling, CNC
plasma cutting, tapping, reaming, and 3D printing. Each of these processes are available to the
team within the Hogue Tech building and are to be utilized with student bought materials
accordingly. The decision behind the manufacturing method chosen for each part is decided
primarily by the analysis completed on the component. The goal is to achieve a light weight
chassis within the 6-pound requirement so the optimal manufacturing method was 3D printing.
However, this was not always feasible due to material thickness issues.
Appendix F-3 shows the decision matrix used to determine the chassis plate
manufacturing method. The method best suited for the project was determined to be CNC plasma
cutting as 3D printing would require a much thicker plate increasing the weight overall. One of
the issues encountered with the CNC plasma cutter is the risk of the torch head making contact
with the material, causing the torch head to become angled or misaligned. The modification done
to correct this mistake is to fill the mistake with weld on one side of the material to minimalize
the heat put into the aluminum plate. The purchased part process was not optimal as the issues
with analysis of the failure location and prediction precision would hinder its ability to be
analyzed. The failure location of the purchased part is a larger risk to take when attempting to
meet the requirement of chassis weight and deflection. Appendix F-2 pictures the decision matrix
utilized to determine the manufacturing process for the lower control arms. Of the three options,
the best process is the 3D printing process due to its lightweight material and material
cost/production is less than the aluminum stock required. One issue that was ran into with 3D
printing was the struggle to accurately print hole diameters. For this reason, the hole was printed
undersize to then be drilled out to the nominal diameter. An issue considered with aluminum
lower control arms is the elasticity. Although the rigidity of aluminum is a great property
compared to ABS, in the case of the lower control arm, the more elastic the material the better.
This is due to issues with bending in the aluminum under max load which could cause the lower
control arm to pinch the hinge pin, limiting or locking its range of motion. Lastly, Appendix F-1
demonstrates the decision matrix that focuses on the material selection of the rocker arms. The
main requirements involved in this part are that it must be rigid to transfer the load to the springs,
and that it must not take up much space. The thickness of the part was determined using
Appendix A-8. This thickness determined for the part was decided to be more beneficial to
conserving space on the chassis as well as overall weight savings. The thickness for a 3D printed
rocker arm would be much greater due to the massive amount of force being exerted on the ends
which makes the optimal selection.
Appendix F-2 showed the decision matrix used to determine the manufacturing method
for the lower control arms and it was discovered that the holes must be undersized. Another issue
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that arose after fixing this issue was the orientation of the part while printing. The tapping of the
plastic holes must be perpendicular to the layers or else delamination can more easily occur if not
careful. This information was then used to properly and efficiently manufacture the rest of the
3D printed parts.
During the manufacturing of the rocker arms the largest issue encountered was the
mounting of the blanks in a vice during the machining operations. The options to mount the
rocker arms in a vice were discovered to lack enough maneuverability between cuts as well as a
lack of precision angle measurement. After consideration, a fixture was built that would use a
rectangular block of aluminum as the base that would be clamped in the vice jaws while it sat on
a set of parallel bars to ensure it was level. The block also had holes drilled through it which
would allow 6-32 screws to be ran through the block and threaded into the rock arm holes. This
gave the rock arm plenty of support while milling as well as keeping it above the vice jaws and
which made it so the part would very rarely need to be removed between operations.

b. Construction
i. Description
The construction of the RC Baja truck will be composed of five main sub-assemblies. The five
sub-assemblies being completed by the chassis engineer are steering, front suspension, rear
suspension, and chassis while drivetrain engineer is responsible for the drivetrain. Some of the
details within each sub-assembly will be purchased while some will be manufactured. The
process of building the RC Baja truck will be in a specific sequence beginning with the chassis
sub-assembly which will work as the base to mount the rest of the sub-assemblies on. Next will
be the suspension sub-assemblies which will interface with the chassis. The steering subassembly will then attach to both the chassis and components of the suspension. The project is
made of 13 parts of which two critical components will be machined, and six will be 3D printed.
The two critical components that will be machined at CWU will be the chassis plate and
suspension rocker arms. The 3D printed components are the suspension towers, lower control
arms (front and rear), shock mount, chassis brace, and suspension brackets. The rest of the
components will be obtained from various suppliers which are listed in Appendix C.
ii. Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
All the details featured in Appendix B1 have been categorized under their respective subassemblies. They have been placed in no specific order however they are parts that must be
manufactured, purchased or modified to complete the sub-assembly. The purpose of this
categorization is to manufacture or have purchased parts on hand to be able to complete the
assembly necessary to interface properly with the respective component. Sub-assemblies,
however, have been ordered in the best possible fashion. This begins with the chassis subassembly which will feature shock mounts and braces. Next will be the front and rear suspension
sub-assemblies which will feature all the control arms, rocker arms, suspension towers, and
suspension brackets. The shocks will then interface with the shock mounts in the chassis subassembly while the suspension brackets are attached to the chassis plate. Lastly, the steering subassembly will be constructed with the steering spindles, tie rods, and servo horn. The steering
spindles will interface with the lower control arms and the servo and servo horn will mount to
the shock tower.
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iii. Parts
The process groups of the RC Baja suspension, chassis, and steering are separated into
machining, 3D printing, purchasing, and modified. The chassis plate and suspension rocker arms
will be machined along with some drilling and tapping operations involved. The other
manufactured parts such as suspension arms, suspension tower, shock mount, chassis brace, and
suspension brackets fall under the 3D printing process group. The purchased parts will include
ball ends, spindle hubs, shocks, servo saver, wheels, and other hardware. All the components
along with pricing are listed in Appendix C. No modifications are required for these parts. The
last process group is modified which is necessary for some of the purchased parts such as the
threaded rods, turnbuckles, and shock springs.
iv. Manufacturing Issues
Manufacturing risks involved in the machining process and 3D printing can affect the time spent
on the project and if it is necessary to spend more time on one part, the project could be delayed.
The main risk that falls on the engineer that can lead to this is lack of training with machining
techniques for the operations of the rocker arms and chassis plate. The risks that are beyond the
engineers’ control are machine and tooling availability, machine breakdowns, and material
availability. During the manufacturing of the chassis plate, a manufacturing issue was
encountered which would fall under this category as well. During the CNC plasma cutting, the
torch head made contact with the material stock which caused the head to become angled and
sent the cutting line off course. The reason for this mistake is unknown however, the problem is
currently undergoing repairs. Outside of machining, the risks involved in 3D printing can cause
the parts to come out poorly and need to be re-printed which delays the project. These risks are
operator error, printer malfunctions, and printing waitlist times. One task that is a challenge for
the printer is printing holes to proper diameters or threads for that same reason. Another risk that
was discovered with 3D printing is poor designing which falls on the engineer. An example of
this was discovered in the 3D printing of the rear lower control arms which were designed and
printed with a hole much too close to the edge of the material. When drilling and tapping this
hole it caused the part to begin to delaminate. After discovering this issue, all 3D printed part
designs were carefully modified to ensure that they would not experience a similar issue.
v. Discussion of Assembly
The process of assembly for the front suspension and chassis sub-assemblies begins with the
chassis plate (REL_20-001). With nothing mounted to the chassis plate, the suspension brackets
(REL_20-003) and suspension pins (REL_55-013) are then assembled with the front lower
control arms (REL_20-004) attached. Next, the front suspension tower (REL_20-009) is
mounted to the chassis with the two Allen screws followed by the steering servo (REL_55-026)
with the four SHCS. The camber arm assembly (REL_55-019, REL_55-020, REL_55-008) can
be mounted to the front suspension tower next along with the right (REL_55-012) and left
(REL_55-012) spindles. The rocker arm pivot (REL_55-011) is then fastened to the tower using
an Allen screw through the inside of the tower hole. The two bearings (REL_55-016) are fit into
both rocker arms (REL_20-002) which is then slid onto the pivots and fastened by the small
M3x0.5 screw with a washer. Using the male ball end (REL_55-009) of the pushrod, it is
fastened into the front lower control arm while the other end is screwed into the rocker arm on
the longer side. With both of the pushrods attached to the rocker arms, the shock mounts
(REL_20-008) can be mounted to the chassis with the two M3x0.5 screws. With both shock
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mounts in place, attach the shocks (REL_55-004, REL_55-014) between the rocker arms and
shock mounts with the cap end on the shock mount. Lastly, the chassis braces (REL_20-007) are
mounted to the bottom using the flat head M3x0.5 screws.
When compared to the benchmark device of the Team Associated Pro4 SC10 RTR Short Course
Truck, the price was slightly greater than the $400 price tag for the production RC car. Although
the budget was slightly exceeded, since the device was a prototype, the assumed modifications
and costs saved with the redesigns the device is comparable to the price of the benchmark. As far
as weight, the device is assumed heavier than the benchmark which weighs 4.10 pounds. One of
the tests during the spring quarter will be the weight however based on feel, it can be assumed it
will exceed the benchmark. Many of the parts on the device were 3D printed out of PLA while
the production benchmark has parts made of a high polymer plastic that is more elastic. This will
make the rigidity of the production device much more capable to withstanding impacts. Another
factor that plays into impacts is the weight. As previously stated, the benchmark is lighter which
is attributed to the mass of the aluminum chassis used for the RC Baja device.
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4. TESTING
a. Introduction
The tests to measure the success of the RC Baja Truck will be the two-foot drop test, chassis
deflection test, turning radius test, as well as standard measurements like height and weight.
Some basic test requirements will be a standardized testing surface, preferably a clean one as
well. The methods and data that will be evaluated in each test will vary and require careful
consideration prior to any testing to ensure accuracy and repeatability.

b. Method/Approach
The method used to measure the chassis height and weight should be a standard scale that can be
zeroed and placed on a solid surface. There may be spacers used to separate the chassis from the
ground if the scale does not supply it. The scale should be zeroed with the spacers on it to
exclude them from the test.
For chassis height requirement, the only required tools will be a calibrated ruler such as a
machinists’ ruler or a calibrated height gage. The surface of choice is the Hogue building floors
which will allow a sufficient measuring surface. If the floors prove to be uneven or do not meet
the criteria, the calibrated granite surfaces in the Hogue machine shop shall be used along with
the calibrated height gage.
The two-foot drop test will be tested up against a wall that will have marked height levels. The
materials needed for this test will be a tape measure, a camera (must record slow motion), tape,
and a marker. The test will be recorded from the side of the Baja Truck to see if the chassis
contacts the floor during the drop. This will determine if the requirement has been met.
The turning radius test will evaluate the angle of the wheels and the trucks’ ability to turn in a
tight space. The materials necessary for this test will be a tape measure, masking tape, pencil,
data sheet, and a table. The tape will be placed 10-feet apart on a straight line to indicate the
limits that the truck must turn within. The truck will then be driven using minimum operating
power to drive in a semi-circle. When the front wheels of the truck land on the line again, the test
is stopped and measured from the front right wheel of the truck to the starting point. The distance
is the diameter of the turn and will therefore be divided by two to get the turn radius value. The
maximum turn radius requirement was set at 5-feet and after construction and assembly, the turn
radius has been predicted to be about 3-feet.
The chassis deflection test will determine the maximum deflection of the chassis under a 150N
load. The materials required for this test will be two supporting blocks, 1 base block (5 pounds),
6 steel weight blocks (6.5 pounds ea.), straightedge ruler, feeler gauges, tape measure, pencil,
data sheet, and a table. The truck is supported at both axle centerlines by the support blocks and
the base block is placed in the middle of the chassis plate. The steel weight blocks are then
stacked on top of the base block one by one, and deflection is measured every time a block is
added. The deflection is measured by placing the straightedge ruler between the axles and using
the feeler gauges to check the gap between the bottom of the ruler and chassis plate. During the
winter quarter, the methods used for testing were reviewed by the team and determined to still be
the best options.
The original method to test the deflection of the chassis plate was using a slow-motion recording
and measurements marked on the wall. This method was determined to be inadequate for the
desired precision of measurements. The slow-motion video would be too difficult to determine
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the deflection as the camera angle would have to be at the perfect angle with the chassis and wall
to even come close to getting a reasonable value. The new method with the feeler gauges and
straightedge ruler was very successful in measuring the gap as it allowed measurements to be
taken down to the thousandth of an inch accurately. The only change that could be recommended
is using pin gauges when possible as it could measure the gap at a more specific point on the
chassis rather than the overall width of the feeler gauge which has to fit under the gap.

c. Test Process
For many of the RC Baja Truck tests, the surface requirement will be a flat and consistent
surface that has at least two walls and 30 ft2. The surface is critical to measuring turning radius
where the surface has no severe changes in level, flatness, or texture. The speculated testing
surface is the Hogue building floors. During testing of the drop test, the floor in Hogue is
recommended as it is large and flat enough to get accurate measurements and camera angles. The
area required for the two-foot drop test will be a flat surface large enough for the truck to fit
while being up against a wall. This test will be using the wall to help measure the travel of the
suspension with a measurement system such as a ruler attached to the wall. This can be measured
by dropping the truck from the marked two-foot measurement and recording the side angle of the
chassis to capture the results. To determine the requirement of chassis deflection, the required
space will be used for applying a 150N load to the center of the chassis plate. The load will
therefore be a constant load which will allow the deflection to be measured with much more ease
than attempting to run it into a wall at an arbitrary speed. The rest of the testing plans were
reviewed during the winter quarter and will still remain the intended data collection methods.
As far as issues encountered during testing, the majority of them were due to part failures. The
first issue was discovered when the first attempt at an acceleration test was to be conducted
where the driveshaft sheared off at the end. A new driveshaft was redesigned and manufactured
immediately and during the testing of the new driveshaft, the truck experienced a collision with a
traffic cone in the fluke lab. This collision caused the front right upper camber arm to snap at the
threads of the aluminum turnbuckle. The end of the turnbuckle had to be drilled out and the
camber arm end was filled with epoxy to allow the new steel turnbuckle to remain seated. The
other turnbuckle was replaced on the other side to eliminate the risk of breaking that side as well.
After both of these issues were resolved, the gears were found to be slipping much more than
they previously were and then a flaw in the differential housing design was uncovered. The
plastic edge of the differential was rotating against the 3D printed housing which wore a hole in
the housing, allowing the large bevel gear to shift over to the side. With this movement, the small
bevel gear was able to slip past. During the testing of the chassis deflection, there were minimal
issues encountered as it only required that the chassis plate support the load applied to it.
However, the value measured during the test was found to largely differ from the calculated
value and the cause was found to be the method of measuring. When measuring the deflection,
the ruler is only able to measure the deflection between the axles and not the length of the entire
chassis plate. Without accounting for the ends of the chassis plate, the deflection will not be
similar to the calculated value as it does not account for the overall deflection of the full plate
length.

d. Deliverables
The data to be recorded for each test will be interpreted to determine whether the RC Baja
project has met the requirements. The most common record of the tests will be actual analog
measurements which could be challenging to find a tool capable of the accuracy desired. The
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turning radius test will be measured by the distance between the start and end points for the
wheels. This is then divided by two to determine the turning radius value. After changing the
deflection test plan during the winter quarter, the most challenging part of the chassis deflection
test will be locating the perfect item to place the chassis under load. The rest of the deliverables
will remain the same following the review by the team.
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5. BUDGET
a. Parts
The parts listed in appendix C are split into two sections, hardware and critical components. The
critical components will have the longest lead time and present the largest issue in delivery.
Some of the parts include shocks, wheels, and spindles. The wheels and shocks are a priority that
will be ordered with a lead time expected of 2-3 weeks. The hardware section provides a bill of
materials for the manufactured side of the project. All of the hardware parts are not expected to
be a source of issue due to lead time as many of the fasteners can be purchased through other
suppliers. The threaded rod and ball ends are the main priority for assembly and are to be ordered
with an expected lead time of 2-4 weeks.
During the winter quarter, parts were sourced and purchased from various suppliers. The stock
metal materials were sourced in person from Metal Supermarket which lowered the cost
significantly. The estimated cost was about $90 total for the material and the actual was about
$45. Many of the purchased parts were documented as the actual cost of the area of purchase so
the estimated value was accurate. Some areas of improvement were made in the purchased parts
as they were donated or from scrap. Very few of the parts were redesigned after the budget
documentation was made so there has been no additional expenditures due to changes in part
design.
During the spring quarter, additional parts were not necessary to source or purchase as the new
parts were either manufactured for no cost or spare parts were used. The parts that were
manufactured were done so after the ASME RC Baja competition when the front lower control
arm, shock mount, and shock tower all failed. The methods used to replace these parts was 3D
printing which is discussed in section 5c.

b. Outsourcing
For the RC Baja suspension, chassis and steering, all operations are able to be completed through
current abilities at the Hogue machine lab by Ryan LaFrombois and Connor Donovan. Other
processes such as 3D printing are through CWU Hogue tech building are not considered in the
outsourcing cost.
The outsourcing of the parts to be purchased were all online with the exception of the metal
stock material. For the online parts, ordering began during the month of December to minimize
the risk involved in shipping delays. All parts purchased were researched prior to eliminate the
risk of a poor-quality part. The supplier was well known and had a strong reputation amongst the
rc community.

c. Labor
Labor for the RC Baja project consist of machining time as well as 3D printing time. Machining
time should be minimal to come out of the shop with a complete part. All of the machining will
be done by Ryan and Connor which will not be charged. The time spent 3D printing is charged at
$.50/hour however the lead time to print could cause issues with a backup in printing operations.
Expected lead time for 3D printing should be set at 2-3 weeks.
During the spring quarter, the ASME RC Baja competition was completed by the team. While
competing in the Baja event, the device broke the front right lower control arm, shock tower, and
shock mount. These parts were then re-designed to have more material in the areas where they
had failed. The largest change was made in the lower control arms which failed around the pivot
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point. Rather than replacing just the one control arm, the other side was also replaced with the
new and improved arm to prevent any further failures. The shock tower was also redesigned to
feature more material around the camber arm mount location to ensure that the fastener would
not pull out of the material as it did in the competition. These parts were 3D printed by Nate
Norby at no cost.

d. Estimated Total Project Cost
The total project cost for the suspension, chassis, and steering is estimated to be about $400. The
majority of the budget will be designated to parts cost which will be around $288 and are
assumed to be about $325-$370 after tax and shipping costs are included. With machining time
not being considered in the cost, the larger portion of the budget will be spent on parts.
No further expenses were required involving the sub-assemblies as the parts were purchased and
manufactured accordingly.

e. Funding Source
The cost of this project is supported by Ryan LaFrombois and Connor Donovan. The suspension,
chassis, and steering are to be funded by Ryan and the powertrain and drivetrain to be funded by
Connor.
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6. Schedule
The design of the RC Baja project is guided by the Gantt chart featured in appendix E-1. This
chart is somewhat of an active planner/management system to allow students to document their
progress on various tasks throughout the project.
Milestones of the design process are documented in appendix E-2 and E-3 which provides a
schedule template to help drive progress on the project.
For Design in fall quarter, the largest milestones are grouped together in the chart provided in
appendix E-2 and E-3 which will continue to be updated to provide start and end times.

a. Design
The fall quarter has many deadlines and key aspects to set teams up for success. The major task
for the quarter is the completion of the proposal. This proposal is the groundwork for the project
as it requires the completion of 12 analyses, 8 part ANSI Y14.5 drawings, drawing tree, parts
list, budget, and schedule. Each week requires one to two analyses to be completed along with a
section of the proposal. By the end of the fall quarter, each of the sections of the report will be
done along with the supporting analyses to provide meaningful representation of the engineer’s
plan.
The physical milestones for the design of the RC Baja truck are broken into three large
subassemblies that feature multiple interacting details. All subassembly deadlines are featured in
appendix E-3.
The first sub-assembly is the chassis. The design of the chassis was estimated to take 5 hours
with an analysis time of 10 hours. Currently, the chassis has been designed and requires more
analysis.
The second sub-assembly is the suspension. The design of the suspension is estimated to take 5
hours and analysis to take 10 hours. Currently, design and analysis are developing and have
taken much more time than previously estimated. The deadline for the analysis is the week of
8/10 which has past and is no longer feasible.
The third sub-assembly is the steering system. The design of the suspension is estimated to take
5 hours and analysis to take 10 hours. The design and analysis have yet to begin and are behind
schedule according to the Gantt milestones chart but will begin as soon as suspension is
complete.

b. Construction
The construction of the RC Baja truck will begin in winter quarter with the largest deliverables
being completed subassemblies. The five main sub-assemblies are the chassis, steering, front
suspension, and rear suspension.
The chassis sub-assembly has a goal of being completed by the second week of February. The
constructions consist of the chassis brace parts, along with the shock mounts. The shock mounts
will require other parts to be constructed prior to assembly to allow for accurate positioning.
The steering sub-assembly has a goal of being completed by the second week of February as
well. The main components of the assembly are the tie rods, servo saver, and servo.
The front suspension sub-assembly is to be completed by the end of the first week of February.
This assembly is made up of the rocker arms, front suspension tower, front lower control arms,
and the shocks. Currently, the rocker arms are on pace to be completed by the end of the week
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and the front tower has been manufactured. The only further production of parts for the front
suspension is the front lower control arms.
The rear suspension sub-assembly is to be completed by the end of the second week of February.
It too consists of the rocker arms, rear suspension tower, rear inner and outer control arms, and
rear shocks. The current pace of production should allow this to be a feasible deadline.
The final assembly of the RC Baja truck is set to be completed by the end of February. This will
comprise all the previously discussed sub-assemblies.

c. Testing
The testing evaluation of the device began during the spring quarter. The main three tests that
were conducted the turning radius test, chassis deflection test, and drop test. Aside from these
tests, the other criteria were the weight of the device as well as the ride height. Along with these
tests, many issues were encountered that forced testing to be re-scheduled or changed.
While the first test was the turning radius test, this meant that the drivetrain had to be functional
to power the device in a circle. While preparing for this test, the drivetrain engineer attempted his
first trial at the speed test which resulted in the driveshaft failing. This obviously hindered the
turn radius test until a repair was made which the team was able to make happen by the end of
the same week. However, this repair ended up uncovering multiple other weak areas of the
drivetrain which forced the test to be pushed back an additional week while the team attempted
to solve the issues. The first issue was with the differential bevel gear having too much play in
them which allowed the large bevel gear to slide away when the power was being transmitted
through the gear system. After three modifications and versions of the differential housing, the
team finally had a working design that proved to work much better than the previous versions.
With this being completed, the turning radius test was completed with no further issues.
During the chassis deflection test, there were no significant issues which resulted in the rescheduling of the test. However, due to the previously discussed issues, the entire schedule for
testing was already pushed back further than initially planned.
For the drop test, the test was planned for the week of 5/9-5/13 which was one week past the
initially planned date range. Once again, this was a consequence of the drivetrain delays from the
first test.
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7. Project Management
The RC Baja project is a challenge to design, analyze, and manufacture a capable vehicle by the
end of the year. However, other challenges/risks that the project entails are the task of time
management, scheduling, and cost-efficiency. Each of these risks are addressed throughout the
entirety of the project but are handled in various ways. For time management, more
consideration will be necessary as the time spent on task can easily be wasted if not careful. If
time is wasted or too much is spent on one task, the project can be thrown off schedule making it
a challenge to come back from. For budgeting, the challenge will be completed by the end of the
first quarter as much of the analysis will be done but will need to be taken into consideration
again once manufacturing begins as to not scrap parts. If parts must be scrapped, the budget
could not have room for it and then the project is over budget. The purpose of the analysis
however, is to mitigate the need to spend so much money on the project as engineer’s should not
have to use trial and error. Scheduling is a challenge due to the 3D printing and part
manufacturing timeline however it will be approached with care to ensure that reprints will not
create large delays in the project. Again, the risk of delays is the possibility that the project could
be derailed and fail to be completed by the deadline.

a. Human Resources
The principal engineer for this project is Ryan LaFrombois whose resume is located in Appendix
H. He will be focused on the chassis, suspension and steering systems of the RC Baja project.
The other principal engineer for the project is teammate, Connor Donovan, with his area of focus
being the electronics and powertrain of the RC Baja truck. Other human resources involved in
the project are Professor Pringle and Dr. Choi. The largest risks involved in relying on human
resources is time management and actual available time. The time spent in the machine shop
should be calculated and made use of to ensure that no time spent in there is wasted.

b. Physical Resources
Physical resources for the RC Baja project include but are not limited to machine processes and
hand tools. For required machine processes, there is 3D printing, CNC Milling, drilling, tapping,
CNC lathe turning, and sanding. For hand tools required, there will be screw drivers, hand files,
scribes, center punches, wire brush, and sandpaper. Other resources outside of the tools listed
are, bench vise, table, height gage, micrometer, calipers, tape measure, and marker. Some of the
risks involved in using these machines and processes are technical issues with programming and
possibly having to scrap parts. Another risk is 3D printing as the consistency of the print can
vary and depending on printing times, re-printing could cause large delays in project progress.
The only response for the 3D printing risk is to determine whether or not the part can be salvaged
enough to make it work versus waiting for another print to be completed. For machine shop
technical difficulties regarding scrapping parts, the response must either be to purchase more
material or salvage the part as best as possible if modifications are necessary.

c. Soft Resources
The main soft resource for the RC Baja project is the 3D modeling software called SolidWorks.
This software allows collaboration between both teammates to ensure that the parts fit on the
chassis. Within SolidWorks, the Finite Element analysis (FEA) tool can be utilized to help
understand where forces are creating stresses within a part. Some of the risks involved in using
this software are issues with the FEA tool and its accuracy to real world scenarios. This tool is to
be used to help determine location of stresses however it is not to be used to find exact values.
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d. Financial Resources
The financial support for the RC Baja project comes from Ryan LaFrombois and Connor
Donovan. It has been agreed upon that the total parts cost for the suspension, chassis, and
steering will be funded by Ryan while the electronics and powertrain delivery systems are
funded by Connor. If the project exceeds the budget goal, then the expenses will be covered by
their respective party involved in that area.
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8. DISCUSSION
a. Design
The design of the RC Baja truck during the fall quarter encountered various setbacks and
issues along with the fair share of improvements. A few of the issues encountered with the
design portion of the project were caused by poor decision making involving order of analysis.
This allowed an unforeseen risk to be pointed out which was to not let previous experience or
excitement for the project create overconfidence.
Going into the project, the cantilever suspension style was chosen as it was the more
efficient style however, it also presented a new challenge for analysis. The style had not been
done before by previous MET graduates which made the analysis on these parts a blind path.
With logical thinking and reason, answers were able to be justified although it came at a cost of
spending much more time than a standard suspension style would have taken. If given the
opportunity to restart, the standard independent suspension style may have been opted for.
After analysis began on the rocker arms, the issue with length ratio was encountered. The
difficult decision was made to opt for a reasonable ratio, 1:1.5. This was a difficult decision
because the effected factors were an increase in suspension travel which would require a longer
shock/spring which would therefore take up more space on the chassis. This option however
lowers the force acting on the spring. The other option was to favor the wheel travel to decrease
the suspension travel which would save space at the cost of increasing the force acting on the
spring. The second option was chosen due to the idea that the spring could be upgraded to
withstand the force. This caused the design to change for the rocker arm as well as other analysis
that had been done previously.
Another issue that surfaced during the analysis came with the choice of chassis stock
thickness. After speaking with two recent MET graduates who had completed the RC Baja
challenge, they had recommended that the team should learn from their mistake and use 1/8 inch
thick aluminum instead of 1/4 inch thick. This choice to decrease thickness was not governed by
any analysis until later on when the maximum deflection was calculated. The material thickness
was found to not be quite enough for the deflection requirement and chassis braces had to be
designed and developed because of this error.

b. Construction
During the construction phase of the RC Baja project, many changes were made to designs
previously drafted in the fall quarter. The cause of many of the changes come from
manufacturing methods.
One of the drawings that was most frequently changed was the drawing for REL_20-002 located
in appendix B. The suspension rocker arm has had many revisions to dimensions such as the hole
diameters to accommodate the drill sizes that are available in the Hogue machine shop. The first
intended hole diameter was 5mm however, this drill size was not available so the change was
made to use a #39 drill bit. Another oversight made while designing the part was the
manufacturing method. The original method was to CNC machine the rocker arms however to
hold the workpiece in the vice has required the design of a tool. This tool will bolt the rocker arm
to a rectangular plate using 6-32 socket head cap screws. This will then be able to be held in the
vice during the machining process. An unforeseen risk developed during the process of making
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the rocker arms as well which was the wall thickness between the OD of the bearing seat and the
edge of the material. This has been a major factor in deciding which method of manufacturing to
use to cut the pocket. The method selected is manual milling.
Another part that proved to be slightly more challenging was the chassis plate, REL_20-001
which is located in appendix B. The stock material was 1/8 inch thick and due to the overall light
weight of the material, the torch head made contact with it causing it to slide out of position as
well as the torch head. After the part was shifted out of alignment, the cut was aborted as it was
off-track by ¼ inch. Without enough space left on the 1/8 inch material to cut a completely new
plate, the chassis was cut out of the plate around the failed cut. The failed cut was then filled in
with weld by the lab tech in an attempt to salvage the part. Although filling the cut with weld is
was relatively simple, the challenge of keeping the plate from warping proved to be the largest
issue. After receiving the plate, the warpage across the plate was up to .070” which is too large to
reasonably use it as a chassis base. Another chassis plate was cut from a piece of aluminum that
was 3/16 inch thick and this will be used for the rest of the project.
Some of the 3D printed parts require holes that will end up being threaded. Due to the printing
orientation, some of the holes do not print as cleanly as others. For this reason, the holes on all
3D printed parts will require updates in the model to accommodate for this flaw. All threaded
holes will be downsized to then be threaded later on to avoid any oversizing issues. The exact
holes have yet to be decided.
While manufacturing the rocker arms (REL_20-002), the pockets that were originally to be
milled out using an end mill were changed due to issues with fixing the rocker arm into the vice.
The challenge was to come up with a design to allow the rocker arm to be milled without
pinching the flange created by the operation on either side during the second pass. The method
opted for was fixing it to the same plate used to mill the rocker arms while approaching them
from the side with a slitting tool. This slitting tool allowed one bolt to be removed from the side
of the arm not being machined and the pocket to be cut with enough material secured to
minimize the possibility of slipping. With one side machined, the bolt would be replaced into the
threads and plate while the other side was removed to have the operation repeated.
With the time being spent on the rocker arms (REL_20-002) be much greater than expected,
some other parts were started during the same weeks as manufacturing. Some of the parts were
sent off to 3D printing, (Front Suspension Tower [REL_20-009], Front Lower Control Arm
[REL_20-004], Suspension Brackets [REL_20-003]), which only required models to be updated
with proper hole sizes and checked for proper print orientation before being exported. This
created less time constraint further down the road to allow focus to remain on finishing the
rocker arms while others were wrapping up.

c. Testing
During the spring quarter, testing of the RC Baja device began. The suspension, chassis and
steering testing began with the turning radius test which was completed during the third week.
The test was scheduled for the second week but due to drivetrain issues, the test was delayed.
The biggest issues that have been uncovered were for the drivetrain portion of the project.
It began with the aluminum drivetrain failing during an acceleration test which was resolved by
redesigning and manufacturing a steel driveshaft. With the new driveshaft manufactured and
installed, the car was tested for its functionality in the Hogue Fluke lab and mistakenly made
contact with an object which then broke the front right camber arm. This part was purchased and
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was made of aluminum. After consideration, this component was definitely not meant to support
a side load as it was a very small diameter. This component has been replaced with a steel
turnbuckle which will ensure that the arm is capable of handing the side load. To minimize risk,
the front left camber arm was also replaced with a matching steel turnbuckle. After getting the
front camber arm put back together and the car operational, the first attempt at a test was made.
Immediately, the device experienced an extreme amount of gear slippage which was cause for
concern and once again halted testing. With the differential back apart, it was found that there
was an issue with the output shaft riding on the edge of the 3D printed housing which caused it
to wear a hole in the wall. This hole then allowed the gear to slide over a significant amount
therefor, leaving room for the pinion gear to slip past. New designs were drawn up and
manufactured to fix this issue in the same week. With all of these issues occurring one after the
other, the tests were pushed back to the third week where the team was finally able to
successfully complete them.
With the turn radius test, the original procedure was found to have insufficient
specifications regarding the method of measurement. The test was then specified to be completed
on a straight line of tape spaced ten feet apart rather than two parallel pieces at that distance. This
had to be changed for repeatability and to make measurement much more consistent.
After changing the specifications to the turn radius test, the test was able to be
successfully completed. However, the next test to be completed was the chassis deflection. The
measurement was taken by using a straightedge ruler and feeler gauges to check the deflection of
the plate between the front and rear axles. The issue with this is that the deflection is only
measured between the two axles and not the length of the chassis plate. This could be resolved
by repeating the test with no front and rear suspension sub-assemblies. This would allow the
longer straightedge ruler to fit on the full length of the chassis.
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9. CONCLUSION
The ASME RC Baja Challenge gives senior-level engineering students the opportunity to design,
manufacture, and analyze a capable RC vehicle to compete in various challenges at the end of
the year. A device/model has been conceived that will meet the requirements listed in section 1d.
The overall purpose of the chassis design will provide mounting locations and contain all the
parts on the truck while the suspension will support the load. The requirements specify that the
RC Baja truck will be able to withstand a 150N force to the chassis without deflecting more than
.100 in. Analysis A-9 uses methods of beam deflection to find the maximum chassis deflection
given the assumed material thickness and width. The output of the analysis resulted in the design
of the chassis brace. Another design requirement for the build requires the RC Baja truck to be
able to withstand the force of a two-foot drop without allowing the chassis to impact the ground.
This requirement is analyzed over the course of multiple analyses which are analysis A-2, A-3,
A-4, and A-7 which cover the thickness requirement of critical components that are expected to
receive the most stress by using multiple methods of stress analysis. Analysis A-2 uses equations
of equilibrium to find the forces acting on the rocker arm. This analysis output the parameter for
analysis A-8 which applied a modified bending stress equation to solve for the nominal rocker
arm thickness. Analysis A-3 used a stress concentration equation to find the bending stress about
the pin that connects the pushrod to the rocker arm. With the output of this analysis, the proper
material thickness on either side of the pin can be found. Analysis A-7 serves to find the base
dimension of the lower control arm to withstand the drop force which was found in Analysis A6. These analyses all result in their own respective design parameter for various parts such as
rocker arm, control arms, and pushrod that make them strong enough to withstand the force of
the drop. Another requirement specifies that the chassis must sit two inches off of the ground
when no load is applied. The design parameter was found in a RADD (Requirements Analysis
Document Drawing) analysis A-1 where the angle and lower control arm length was determined
using trigonometry to achieve this spec. Parts for this device/model have been specified, sourced,
and budgeted for acquisition. The process of budgeting for the project will also meet the
requirement of a maximum budget of $400. Through the process of the analyses and engineering
merit driving the parameters, the capable device/model is ready to be tested.
The evaluation of the RC Baja device during the spring quarter featured three main tests.
The first test was the turn radius test which was conducted in the Hogue Fluke lab. The predicted
result for this test was 2.5-feet and the actual result was 1.5-feet. This result was much better
than the predicted value as it would allow the team to be more successful in the slalom event.
The second test was the chassis deflection test which was completed in the Hogue Machine Shop
using the materials available. The predicted value for the test was .100-inches and the actual
value was .044-inches. This result was again, much better than the team had predicted which
improves the rigidity of the device overall. The last test was the 2-foot drop test which was
completed in the Hogue Fluke lab. The device was evaluated on whether the chassis plate would
impact the ground. The predicted value was that the chassis plate would impact the ground due
to the change in suspension springs to opt for the softer choice. The test showed that the drop did
result in the chassis contacting the ground which fails the requirement. The reason for the change
in springs was the product of an engineering decision as the stiffer spring would make the forces
on the other components could cause them to fail.
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Overall, the device met all but one of the criteria and performed exceptionally in the
competition. Based on the testing evaluation and the competition performance, the team has
decided that the device was a success in the chassis, suspension, steering, and drivetrain.
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Appendix A-2 – Rocker Arm Forces
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Appendix A-3 – Rocker Arm Material Support
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Appendix A-4 – Spring Rate
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Appendix A-5 – Tie Rod Length
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Appendix A-6 – Force on LCA
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Appendix A-7 – Front LCA Thickness
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Appendix A-8 – Rocker Arm Thickness
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Appendix A-9 – Chassis Deflection and Brace Dimension
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Appendix A-10 – LCA Pin Diameter
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Appendix A-11 – Shock Mount Thickness
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Appendix A-12 – Pushrod Diameter
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APPENDIX B - Drawings
Appendix B1 – Drawing Tree
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Appendix B2 – REL_10-005 – RC Baja Assembly Drawing
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Appendix B2 – REL_10-001 – Sub-Assembly, Chassis
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Appendix B3 – REL_10-002 – Sub-Assembly, Suspension
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Appendix B4 – REL_10-003 – Sub-Assembly, Suspension
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Appendix B5 – REL_10-004 – Sub-Assembly, Steering
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Appendix B – REL_20-001 - Chassis Base Plate
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Appendix B – REL_20-002 - Rocker Arm

52

Appendix B – REL_20-003 - Suspension Bracket

53

Appendix B – REL_20-004 - Lower Control Arm

54

Appendix B – REL_20-005 - Rear Outer LCA

55

Appendix B – REL_20-006 - Rear Inner LCA

56

Appendix B – REL_20-007 - Chassis Support Brace

57

Appendix B – REL_20-008 -Shock Mount

58

Appendix B – REL_20-009-1 -Front Shock Tower

59

Appendix B – REL_20-009-2 -Rear Shock Tower

60

Appendix B– REL_55-001 - LCA Pin

61

Appendix B – REL_55-002 -Suspension Pushrod

62

Appendix B – REL_55-003 – REL_55-004 – Front/Rear Shock

63

Appendix B – REL_55-007 – Rear Spindle

64

Appendix B – REL_55-008 – Female Ball End

65

Appendix B – REL_55-009 – Male Ball End

66

Appendix B – REL_55-010 – Threaded Rod

67

Appendix B – REL_55-011 – Rocker Arm Pivot

68

Appendix B – REL_55-012 – Front Spindle Hub

69

Appendix B – REL_55-014 – Front/Rear Heavy Duty Spring

70

Appendix B – REL_55-015 – Front 2WD Axles

71

Appendix B – REL_55-016 – 5x8x2.5 Bearing

72

Appendix B – REL_55-017 – 5x11x4 Bearing

73

Appendix B – REL_55-018 – 10x15x4 Bearing

74

Appendix B – REL_55-019 – Camber Arm End

75

Appendix B – REL_55-020 – Camber Arm Turnbuckle

76

Appendix B – REL_55-021 – Servo Saver

77

Appendix B – REL_55-022 – 1/8” 6061 T6 Aluminum Sheet
Stock

78

Appendix B – REL_55-023 – 3/8” 6061 T6 Aluminum Flat
Bar Stock

79

Appendix B – CD_20-001 – Motor Housing

80

Appendix B – CD_20-002- ESC Housing

81

Appendix B – CD_20-003- Battery Housing

82

Appendix B – CD_20-004-Differential Housing Part 1

83

Appendix B – CD_20-005-Differential Housing Part

84

Appendix B – CD_55-001- Motor

85

Appendix B - CD_55-002-Dogbone Axle

86

Appendix B – CD_55-003- 7.4V, Lipo Battery

87

Appendix B – CD_55-004- 6061-T6 Aluminum Sheet

88

Appendix B – CD_55-005- EZRun MAX10 Sensorless ESC
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APPENDIX C – REL Parts List and Costs
Fig. 1
Part
Number
20-001

Qty Part Description

Source

1

Chassis Plate

Metal Supermarket

20-002

1

Rocker Arm

Metal Supermarket

20-003

1

20-004

1

20-005

1

20-006

1

20-007

1

20-008

1

20-009

1

55-001

4

55-002

2

55-003

2

55-004

2

55-005

2

55-006

2

55-007

2

55-008

1

55-009

1

CWU 3D printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D Printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D Printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D Printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D Printer,
ABS Filament
CWU 3D Printer,
ABS Filament
Suspension
Shaft/Pin
Mild Steel Pushrods
(Comes as pair)
Front Shocks, 6061T6 Aluminum
Rear Shocks, 6061T6 Aluminum
Front Wheels (pair
comes with rubber
non-belted tires)
Rear Wheels (pair
comes with rubber
non-belted tires)
Plastic Rear
Spindles (pair)
Female ABS Ball
Ends (Set)
Male Steel Ball
Ends (Set)

Cost

Disposition

CWU Hogue Tech

Incl. in
cost of
material
Incl. in
cost of
material
$.50/hr.

Acquired

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

CWU Hogue Tech

$.50/hr.

Not Ordered

AmainHobbies.com

$9.98

Not Ordered

AmainHobbies.com

-

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

$79.99

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

$79.99

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

$33.99

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

$33.99

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

-

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

-

Acquired

AmainHobbies.com

-

Acquired

Acquired
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55-010

2

55-011
55-012

4
1

55-013
55-014
55-015

2
4
2

55-016

8

55-017
55-018

2
2

55-019
55-020

4
4

55-021
55-022

1
1

55-023

1

55-024
55-025

4
1

55-026
55-027

1
1

Total

Hardened Steel
AmainHobbies.com
Threaded Rod
Rocker Pivot
SuperGdrift.com
Plastic Front
AmainHobbies.com
Spindles (Pair)
Spindle Shaft/Pin AmainHobbies.com
Heavy Duty Springs AmainHobbies.com
Front 2WD Axles AmainHobbies.com
(pair)
5x8x2.5mm
AmainHobbies.com
Bearings
5x11x4mm Bearings AmainHobbies.com
10x15x4mm
AmainHobbies.com
Bearings
Camber Arm End RCmart.com
Camber Arm
RCmart.com
Turnbuckle
Servo Saver
HobbytownUSA
6061-T6 Aluminum Metal Supermarket
Sheet Stock, 1/8”
6061-T6 Aluminum Metal Supermarket
Flat Bar, 3/8”
Wheel Hub
AmainHobbies.com
Stainless Steel
AmainHobbies.com
Screw Set
Servo
AmainHobbies.com
Shock Fluid
HobbytownUSA
72

$3.99

Not Ordered

$5.99
-

Acquired
Acquired

$5.99
$15.78
$7.99

Not Ordered
Acquired
Acquired

$9.98

Acquired

$3.50
$3.99

Acquired
Acquired

-

Acquired
Acquired

$4.00
$33.82

Acquired
Acquired

$4.69

Acquired

$26.98
$30.00

Not Ordered
Not Ordered

$5.99

Acquired
Acquired

$400.63
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APPENDIX C – CD Parts List and Costs
Table C1. Parts List

Part
Number
20-001

Qty Part Description

Source

Cost

Disposition

1

Housing, Motor

OnlineMetals

Not yet
fabricated

20-002

1

Housing, ESC

OnlineMetals

20-003

1

Housing, Battery

OnlineMetals

20-004

1

Housing-Part 1, Diff

OnlineMetals

Included in
cost of
Aluminum
sheet
Included in
cost of
Aluminum
sheet
Included in
cost of
Aluminum
sheet
$20.00

20-005

1

Housing-Part 2, Diff

$20.00

20-006

1

Placeholder, Differential

Hogue Hall 3d
Printer
N/A

N/A

3d print
1/14
3d print
1/14
N/A

55-001

1

Brushless ESC/3652SL
Motor

Hoppywing

$119.99

Acquired

55-002

1

Team Associated CVA
Bone (2)

Amain
Hobbies

$15.00

Acquired

55-003

2

Amazon

$45.99

Acquired

55-004

1

OnlineMetals

$49.99

Acquired

55-005

1

Zeee 2S Lipo Battery 7.4V
5200mAh 100C
36”x 12”x 1/16” 6061-T6
Aluminum Sheet
EZRun MAX10 Sensorless
ESC

Hobbywing

Included in
cost of motor

Acquired

55-006

12

$51.99

Order 1/15

#8-32 Machine Screw, Flat, Grainger
Phillips, 18-8 (304)
Stainless Steel, Plain, 3/8
in Length, PK 100

Not yet
fabricated

Not yet
fabricated

APPENDIX D – Budget
Table D1. Project Budget
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Item
Total Parts Labor
Total Parts Cost
Total Budget

Qty/hrs. Description
38 hrs. 3D Printing Costs ($.50/hr.)
330 hrs. Engineering Costs ($25/hr.)
11 parts From Tables in Appendix C

Cost
$75.00
$8250.00
$400.63
$8725.63
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APPENDIX E – Schedule
Appendix E-1 – Gantt Chart
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Appendix E-2–Milestones

96

Appendix E-3 – Gantt Chart Milestones
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources
Appendix F-1 – Rocker Arm Decision Matrix

98

Appendix F-2 – Lower Control Arm Process Decision Matrix

99

Appendix F-3 – Chassis Plate Process Decision Matrix
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APPENDIX G – Testing Report
Appendix G1 – Test #1 - Turn Radius Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process of analyzing the turning radius of the RC Baja device and
evaluating its successfulness. The device was designed and manufactured by a team of senior
level engineers in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program for the senior project course.
The device was designed to have a turning radius of less than 5 feet. The following is the test
information and procedure.

Method/Approach
The resources necessary to complete the test are painters’ tape, tape measure, marker, pencil,
datasheet, and a flat testing surface. All these resources are available to the teams at the Hogue
machine shop. The process of capturing the data for this test is done by measuring the distance
between the start and end points at a given location of the device. This would then be divided by
two, which gives the turn radius distance. To test the device, minimal throttle power will be used
to allow the device to move while turning at maximum steering lock in one direction until the
device has rotated 180-degrees from its original positioning. The distance from the initial
location is the data collected. As far as operational limitations, the testing surface limited the test
as the smooth surface will allow the wheels to slip the surface and turn in a much tighter turning
radius. The accuracy of the test is down to an eighth of an inch as the tape measure being used
was capable of such measurements. The accuracy of the test did also not require such a high
precision as the multiple trials would allow an average to be taken. Data collection is in the form
of a datasheet after 10 trials are taken, with 5 trials turning to the left and 5 more to the right.
After data was recorded, it could be divided in half to find the turning radius of the trial. The
average is then taken of all the trials. Data is then presented in the form of a spreadsheet.

Test Procedure
Time: The test is to be conducted on 4/5/22 from 10:00am to 11:00am in the Hogue building.
The first 15 minutes were used for gathering the materials while the rest of the time was spent
conducting the test.
Place: Fluke Lab, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Risk: There are no risks involved in the test as it will be conducted at low speeds.
Procedure:
1. Gather necessary resources.
2. Place two pieces of masking tape 10 feet apart making sure that they are both colinear.
3. Turn on device with the red button and turn on the controller with the slide switch on the
back.
4. Position the device with front left wheel on the tape with the other piece of tape to the left
direction. In other words, the device should be perpendicular to the line (see diagram in
step 5).
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5. Operator should stand behind the device with the controller in hand (see diagram below).

Fig G1-1 – Diagram of Turning Test setup

6. Turn the wheels left (turn wheel on controller to left until it stops) and slowly engage the
throttle (pull trigger back towards operator) ONLY until the device begins to move.
Continue holding consistent throttle and turning until the device is oriented 180 ̊ from its
original position.
7. Measure distance from initial starting location to final location of the same front left
wheel. Record data with precision of up to 1/16th inch (limited by tape measure
increments)
8. Repeat steps 4-6 twice more.
For the turn radius test, the original procedure was found to have insufficient specifications
regarding the method of measurement. The testing procedure was changed to specify that the test
was to be completed on a straight line of tape spaced ten feet apart rather than two parallel pieces
at that distance. This had to be changed for repeatability and to make measurement much more
consistent. After changing the specifications to the turn radius test, the test was able to be
successfully completed.

Deliverables
The parameter values that are output by this test are in units of inches which are then converted
to feet. After the completion of the test, the device tested with a turn radius of 1.5-feet. The
predicted value for the turn radius test was 2.5-feet after the analysis was completed. This value
was determined by the devices steering angle after manufacturing was completed. The actual
requirement for the device is that the turn radius is less than 5-feet. This value was set in the first
quarter of the project and was decided on as the slalom course had a small distance between the
markers to be driven between. Therefore, the success of the device is decided if the turn radius is
less than 5-feet. After completing the test and all the trials, the device has shown it met the
specified criteria. This test allowed the team to successfully compete in the slalom event and
secure 1st place.

Appendix G1.1 – Procedure Checklist
Resources required are:
• Tape measure
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•
•
•
•

Masking tape
Data sheet
Table
Pencil

Appendix G1.2 – Data Forms
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Turn Direction
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Turn Radius Test Data
End Point Distance (in)
Turn Radius (in)

Turn Radius (ft)

Average

Appendix G1.3 – Raw Data
Trial
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Turn Direction
Left
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Turn Radius Test Data
End Point Distance (in)
Turn Radius (in)
36.00
18.00
41.50
20.75
33.75
16.88
32.25
16.13
32.00
16.00
35.00
17.50
31.25
15.63
31.25
15.63
30.75
15.38
31.00
15.50
Average

Turn Radius (ft)
1.50
1.73
1.41
1.34
1.33
1.46
1.30
1.30
1.28
1.29
1.39
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Appendix G1.4 – Evaluation Sheet

The device
failed the test
> 5-feet
What was the
turning radius?
< 5-feet

The device
passed the test

Appendix G1.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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Appendix G2 – Test #2 - Chassis Deflection Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process of analyzing the chassis deflection of the RC Baja device
and evaluating its successfulness. The device was designed and manufactured by a team of
senior level engineers in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program for the senior project
course. The device was designed to withstand a 150N load applied directly to the chassis and
deflecting less than .100-inches. The following is the test information and procedure.

Method/Approach
The resources necessary to complete the test are feeler gauges, tape measure, pencil, straightedge
ruler, datasheet/notepad, 6.5-lb steel blocks, 5-lb steel base block, steel support blocks. All these
resources are available to the teams at the Hogue machine shop. The process of capturing the
data for this test is done by measuring the distance between the chassis plate and the bottom of
the straightedge ruler. To test the deflection of the device, the chassis plate will be supported
between two blocks and steel blocks will be used to apply a load on the chassis plate. The
deflection will then be measured by using a straightedge ruler place across the chassis plate and
the feeler gauges to measure the gap between the two. The gap below the ruler represents the
chassis deflection. The operational limitations of the test are created by the setup. The two
support blocks allow the load to be evenly displaced which is not necessarily accurate of most
drops in an actual driving scenario. The accuracy of this test is down to the thousandth of an inch
which is both provided and limited by the feeler gauges. The data collected from the test is not
manipulated in any ways other than the maximum deflection is the value that will be focused on.
After collection, the data is presented in a table.

Test Procedure
Time: The test is to be conducted on 4/22/22 from 10:00am to 12:00pm in the Hogue building.
The first 15 minutes were used for gathering the materials while the rest of the time was spent
conducting the test.
Place: Machine Lab, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Risk: There are no risks involved in the test as it will be conducted with no moving parts and
nowhere near enough weight to permanently deform the chassis plate.
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Procedure:
1. Gather necessary resources.
2. Place the two steel support blocks on
a flat surface with both vertical
surfaces facing each other.
3. Use the tape measure to measure the
distance between the front of the
support blocks and move until it is
13-inches apart.
4. Repeat step 3 for the rear side of the
support blocks to ensure the two faces
are parallel.
5. Place the RC Baja device across the
gap while aligning both front and rear
axles with the middle of the top
surface on the steel support blocks.
Fig G2-1 – Image of deflection test setup
This will center the device between
the two blocks and simulates the actual support locations.
6. Place the steel base block in the middle of the chassis plate. Determine the centerline by
measuring the distance between the support points.
7. Place straightedge ruler across length of chassis plate as shown in picture above.
8. Use the feeler gauges to measure the gap between the chassis plate and the bottom of the
straightedge ruler. Record value on data sheet.
9. Stack one steel block on top of the base block as shown and measure deflection using
feeler gauges. Record value on data sheet.
10. Repeat step 9 until 6 blocks are reached while recording data through all six blocks.
The next test to be completed was the chassis deflection. The measurement was taken by using a
straightedge ruler and feeler gauges to check the deflection of the plate between the front and
rear axles. The issue with this is that the deflection is only measured between the two axles and
not the length of the chassis plate. This would be resolved by repeating the test with no front and
rear suspension sub-assemblies. This would allow the longer straightedge ruler to fit on the full
length of the chassis.

Deliverables
After completion of the test and all respective trials, the chassis plate deflected only measured
.044-inches at maximum load. This value was measured at 13-inches apart and 6 blocks loaded.
The predicted value for the chassis deflection test are .100-inches from the completed analysis.
The success of the chassis plate is determined by its ability to resist deflection and not deflect
more than .100-inches. After the completion of the chassis deflection test, the device has shown
to successfully meet the criteria. The device succeeded the halfway margin which was due to the
change in the material thickness from 1/8th inch to 3/16th inch thickness.
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Appendix G2.1 – Procedure Checklist
Materials:
A) Feeler Gauges
B) Tape Measure
C) Pencil
D) Straightedge Ruler
E) Data sheet/Notepad
F) 6.5 lb steel blocks
G) 5 lb steel base block
H) Steel support blocks

Fig G2-2 – Image of deflection test materials

Appendix G2.2 – Data Forms
Deflection Test Data Sheet

Distance (in)
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Number of Blocks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Deflection (in)

Load (lbf)
5.0
11.5
18.0
24.5
31.0
37.5
44.0
5.0
11.5
18.0
24.5
31.0
37.5
44.0

13

0

5.0

13

1

11.5
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13

2

18.0

13

3

24.5

13

4

31.0

13

5

37.5

13

6

44.0

Appendix G2.3 – Raw Data
Distance (in)
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Number of Blocks
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

Deflection (in)
0.004
0.007
0.011
0.016
0.020
0.023
0.028
0.005
0.010
0.017
0.021
0.024
0.028
0.033
0.007
0.012
0.017
0.024
0.031
0.037
0.044

Load (lbf)
5.0
11.5
18.0
24.5
31.0
37.5
44.0
5.0
11.5
18.0
24.5
31.0
37.5
44.0
5.0
11.5
18.0
24.5
31.0
37.5
44.0
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Appendix G2.4 – Evaluation Sheet

The device failed
the test
What was the
chassis
deflection?

> .100-inches

< .100-inches
The device
passed the test

Appendix G2.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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Appendix G3 – Test #3 - Drop Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process of analyzing the drop test of the RC Baja device and
evaluating the successfulness. The device was designed and manufactured by a team of senior
level engineers in the Mechanical Engineering Technology program for the senior project course.
The device was designed to withstand a 2-foot drop without allowing the chassis plate to impact
the ground while the suspension compresses. The following is the test information and
procedure.

Method/Approach
The resources required to complete this test are a tape measure, painters’ tape, datasheet,
camera/phone, second operator, and flat testing surface and wall. To capture the data, the camera
will be used to record a video from 1-foot from the ground and parallel to the wall. Both
operators will also be able to hear whether the chassis plate impacts the ground, but the video
recording will be used as a backup. The drop test will be completed by measuring a 2-foot mark
on the wall to line up the device’s wheels with. The other operator will be the camera operator
who will record the drop. The first operator will hold the device by the chassis plate and drop it
when the camera op says. The operational limitations for this test are limited by the drop method.
The drop method will not simulate the most accurate scenario as it is unlikely that the device will
land on both wheels at the same time. The precision for this test is only accurate within ½ inch.
This accuracy is due to operator ability as it is much more difficult to consistently hold the
device at the exact same height during each trial. The data collected from the test is documented
on the datasheet as a yes or no decision. There is no further manipulation of the data. Once all
data is collected, the data is presented in a table.

Test Procedure
Time: The test is to be conducted on 5/11/22 from 10:00am to 11:00am in the Hogue building.
The first 15 minutes were used for gathering the materials while the rest of the time was spent
conducting the test.
Place: Fluke Lab, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Risk: The risks involved in the test are high due to the nature of the drop test subjecting the
chassis plate and the components on it to a large shock force. The largest components at risk are
the lower control arms in both the front and rear as well as the shock mounts.
Procedure:
1. Gather materials.
2. Use tape measure and painters’ tape to mark out a 2-foot high line about 15-inches long
on the wall of choice. Top of tape line should be the 2-foot mark.
3. Double check height by measuring the ends of the tape line to the ground and adjust until
the line is level.
4. Have one operator hold the camera parallel to the taped wall at about 1 foot off of the
ground.
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5. Have another operator hold the RC device by the
front and rear of the chassis plate and line up the
bottom of the device tires to the top of the tape
line. The accuracy of this step should be held to
1/8th inch tolerance.
6. The operator holding the device should then
move the wheels away from the wall about 3
inches.
7. The camera operator will then press record and
count down from 3, to let the other operator
Fig G3-1 – Image of drop test setup
know when to drop the device.
8. On three, the operator will drop the device by letting both the front and rear of the chassis
plate go at the exact same time to ensure the car impacts evenly.
9. From both the video and the audio, the operators must record whether the chassis
impacted the ground on the data sheet.
10. Repeat steps 4-9 twice more and record data on data sheet.
The drop test was the third and final main test. The testing procedure did not require any changes
as the testing process was very simple and well thought out to begin with. The most challenging
part of the test was converting the recordings into the slow-motion versions which required the
use of a windows video editor. One thing that was a challenge however was determining a
successful drop method which was difficult to allow it to drop both front and rear ends of the
chassis plate at the exact same time. The method chosen was just to record multiple trials until
the operator letting go of the device felt that the release timing was acceptable. No changes were
made to the testing procedure.

Deliverables
After completing the test and the respective trials, the device’s chassis plate made contact with
the ground in each trial. The predicted value for the drop test was that the chassis plate would in
fact, contact the ground as the analysis showed for the required spring rate to be much higher.
The spring rate that was opted for gave the device a much better and smoother ride quality where
the spring rate determined in the analysis would be much too stiff. The stiffer springs would also
place too much force onto the other components and cause them to fail so the softer option was
chosen. The success of the device determined in the requirement is that the chassis plate must be
support by the suspension after the 2-foot drop without allowing it to impact the ground/testing
surface. As determined by the test, the device failed the requirement due to the softer springs that
were purchased. However, the decision to purchase the softer springs was an engineering
decision.

Appendix G3.1 – Procedure Checklist
Materials:
• Tape Measure
• Painters Tape
• Pencil
• Datasheet
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•

Camera/Phone

Appendix G3.2 – Data Forms
Trial
#
1
2
3

Drop Height
(in)

Did the chassis impact
the ground? (Y/N)

Appendix G3.3 – Raw Data
Trial
#
1
2
3

Drop Height
(in)
24
24
24

Did the chassis impact
the ground? (Y/N)
Y
Y
Y

Appendix G3.4 – Evaluation Sheet
The device failed
the test
YES
Did the chassis
plate impact the
ground?

NO
The device
passed the test
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Appendix G3.5 – Schedule (Testing)
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RYAN LAFROMBOIS
Normandy Park, WA 98166| (206) 601 2265| ryan5lafrombois@gmail.com

MANUFACTURING | MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Dynamic and performance-driven mechanical engineering professional with experience in the aerospace
manufacturing environment. Provides excellent collaborative approach through active communication
and interpersonal skills. Leverages skillset through various manufacturing design services including
technical writing, 3D Modeling software, problem-solving and root cause analysis. Practices strong
accountability and maintains eager ambition to achieve quality work and services.

CORE SKILLS & COMPETENCIES
•
•
•

Problem Solving
Technical Writing & Reading
Lean Manufacturing

•
•
•

Data Analysis
Software Management
Electrical Systems

•
•
•

Project Management
Product Design
Leadership

ACADEMIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Applied Mechanical Engineering Degree | Central Washington University

Exp. Jun. 2022

Relevant Coursework: Mechanical Design | Applied Thermodynamics | Fluid Mechanics | Technical
Dynamics | Applications of Mechanics of Materials | Plastics and Composites | Machining | Engineering
Ethics | Three-Dimensional Modeling | CAD/CAM Manufacturing | Computer-Aided Design & Drafting |
Lean Manufacturing | Finite Element Analysis | Metallurgy/Materials & Process | Statics | Machining |
Engineering Project Cost Analysis
Sampling of Skills Acquired:
✓ Product Creativity: Designs new products utilizing creative and unconventional approaches and
Lean Six Sigma methodologies to provide innovative tools set apart from similar industry products
and designs.
✓ Leadership: Provides knowledge and expertise when working with other professionals or
engineering students to convey ideas and learnings clearly and effectively. Demonstrates excellent
communication skills when promoting manufacturing projects and other mechanical designs.
✓ Interpersonal Relationships: Acquires knowledge in courses outside of the mechanical engineering
environment, focusing on world religions and understanding the importance of other cultures and
their functions.
✓ Mathematics in Management: Handles various mathematics problems under mechanical
engineering courses including statistics and calculus. Capable of using programs and software,
including AutoCAD, automated model programming, Microsoft Office Suite and more to effectively
manage problems and tasks within projects.
Key Projects:
Capstone Project
Built an RC car for RC Baja Challenge, held annually for college seniors by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
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▪

▪

Senior engineering class challenged by American Society of Mechanical Engineers to build RC cars
capable of competing in events. Analyzed engineering merit and conducted structural analyses to
ensure all mechanical requirements were met.
Designed an unconventional/unique (cantilever) suspension system, which allowed the shock
absorbers and springs to sit within the chassis of the device, avoiding damage in case of a crash.
Handled repairs as necessary, and monitored and evaluated entire project production lifecycle.

Vex Robot Competition
Presented innovative robots made by engineering students from different middle and high schools.
Considered to be the largest and fast-growing robotics program competed in year-round.
▪

Built a robot with remote controller made up of various parts and competed in a Block-Stacking
Competition. Tested out various issues like stability and repeated motions to improve skills in
creating world-class mechanical products. Came in second in overall competition.
Engineering Intern | Exotic Forming Co.
Jun. 2021 – Sep. 2021
Overview: Collaborated with engineers in quality control, tools and designs, and marketing through
internship rotations to develop reports, assist in budget and cost estimates analyses, and establish a
better understanding of the scope of engineering and its environment, increasing knowledge in
mechanical process and careers.
Selected Accomplishments:
✓ Designed an inspection tool used frequently to flange tolerances, while implementing poka-yoke
components to detect errors for quick solution development and repair.
✓ Conducted meetings to help clarify tooling processes to help other engineers not familiar with the
process understand them better.
✓ Developed ability to better articulate engineering terms and processes and respond to issues that
arose through gaining comfort and familiarity in the environment.
Key Responsibilities:
▪

Product Design: Worked with other engineers in handling tools and equipment, and with production
personnel in terms of tool designing. Provided clearer insight into various mechanical processes like
axial load bulge forming, hydroforming, superplastic forming, laser powder bed fusion, and laser
percussion drilling, among others.

▪

Quality Control: Determined possible solutions for client issues in terms of client or company
process problems. Conducted technical reading and writing for specification documents. Involved in
career-development training like Root Cause Corrective Action, GD&T, and problem-solving.

Install Helper | FloForm Countertops
Key Responsibilities:
▪

▪

Effective Communication: Communicated with in-house operators and contractors to ensure all
processes are completed as planned. Explained the processes of installing and the treatment of
countertops to customers, utilizing effective, basic language to best explain construction and
treatment procedures.
Time Management: Monitored all tasks and activities to ensure completion within a specific time
frame. Ensured all employees were working effectively and efficiently to get the job done by the set
deadline.
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Shift Manager | O’Reilly Auto Parts

Mar. 2019 – Feb. 2020

Overview: Oversaw the overall operation of auto parts services. Monitored flow of till deposits, payroll,
and commercial sales to ensure safe and secured transactions. Worked with other commercial businesses
in providing discounts and best parts to customers. Assisted in providing proper care and finding solutions
to issues with customer vehicles.
Selected Accomplishment:
✓ Advanced to position of Shift Manager after two months of employment.
✓ Provided trainings to newly recruited employees to develop their skills in customer service and
problem-solving.
Service Technician | Discount Tire

May 2017 – Sep. 2017

Overview: Assisted customers in determining the type of car service they needed. Monitored proper
replacement of cars with new tires, tire rotations, flat repairs, wheel balancing, and more. Provided help
to supervisors in ensuring wheel assemblies were torqued to manufacturer specifications.
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